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1. (a) [5 MARKS] Prove or disprove: If \((\mathcal{A}, *, e)\) is any group, the function \(f : \mathcal{A} \rightarrow \mathcal{A}\) defined by \(a \mapsto a^2\) is a homomorphism.

(b) [5 MARKS] Prove or disprove: The order of every subgroup of \(S_5\) is divisible by 5.
2. [10 MARKS] Showing all your work, determine all integer solutions
to the system of congruences
\[
    x \equiv 5 \pmod{74} \\
    x \equiv 19 \pmod{22}
\]

(Where inverses are required to a modulus exceeding 10, they should
be found using the Euclidean Algorithm — not by inspection.)
3. [10 MARKS] Showing all your work, carefully determine all positive integers \( n \) such that \( \phi(n) = 4 \), where \( \phi \) is the Euler totient function.
4. (a) [7 MARKS] Prove that the polynomial $1 + x + x^3$ is irreducible over $\mathbb{Z}_2$.

(b) [8 MARKS] Using the polynomial $1 + x + x^3$ to construct a field of order 8, show the multiplication table of that field.
5. Suppose that $*$ is a binary operation on a set $\mathfrak{A}$, having the following properties:

$$(\exists b)(\forall c)[c * b = c = b * c]$$
$$(\forall x)(\forall y)(\forall z)[x * (y * z) = (x * z) * y]$$

where the universe for all quantifiers $\exists$, $\forall$ is $\mathfrak{A}$. Showing \textbf{all} your work, determine carefully

(a) [6 MARKS] whether $*$ is associative.
(b) [4 MARKS] whether $*$ is commutative.
6. [10 MARKS] Describe 5 groups of order 36, no two of which are isomorphic. You are expected to prove that no two of your 5 groups are isomorphic.
7. (a) [4 MARKS] Prove or disprove: \( \mathbb{Z}_6 \) is a field.

(b) [6 MARKS] Prove or disprove: In the ring \( \mathbb{R}\{x\} \) of formal power series with real coefficients, the only element which has no multiplicative inverse is 0 (i.e. the power series \( 0x^0 + 0x^1 + 0x^2 + \ldots + 0x^n + \ldots \)).
8. (a) [7 MARKS] Prove that, for any integers $a$ and $n$ both greater than 1, $a^{4n} + a^{2n} + 1$ is composite.

(b) [8 MARKS] Showing all your work, determine a non-negative integer $a$ such that $a \equiv 3^{50000} \pmod{3^4+3^2+1}$ and $0 \leq a < 100$. You are expected to carry out these calculations by hand, and to use techniques which do not require working with large integers (with the exception of the exponent 50,000).
9. (a) [5 MARKS] For the element \( a = (13) \) of the permutation group whose set of elements is \( \{ e, (12), (13), (23), (123), (132) \} \), determine the right translation \( R_a \) and the left translation \( L_a \), and express them both as permutations of the group elements, in disjoint cycle notation.

(b) [5 MARKS] Give an example of a right coset of \( \langle (23)(14) \rangle \) in \( A_4 \) which is not a left coset of \( \langle (14)(23) \rangle \) in \( A_4 \); or prove that no such example exists.
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